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Abstract: This paper presents the simulation and study of five level modular multilevel inverter and its
modulation techniques for PV system. The multicarrier PWM(MCPWM) techniques such as In Phase
disposition PWM, Phase opposition disposition method, Alternate phase opposition disposition method is
employed for the control strategy of five level modular multilevel inverter. In this paper the in phase disposition
PWM controlling strategy is used for controlling the five level modular multilevel inverter. Simulation has been
carried out using MATLAB/Semolina (2012b) and the output voltage waveforms are recorded. The Total
Harmonic  Distortion (THD)  is found to be less for the modular multilevel inverter compared to the cascaded
H-bridge multilevel inverter.
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INTRODUCTION levels and simplicity. This paper presents the topology of

Modular multilevel converters (MMCs) can be used concept and the controlling scheme are introduced. A
for obtaining the high number of levels. It uses more modified multilevel fundamental switching modulation
commercially available low-rated IGBTs, so the cost of the scheme adopting the multicarrier pulse width modulation
semiconductor device is reduced and also the need of concept is presented. A capacitor voltage balancing
filter components can also be reduced. Modular design, technique is proposed.  Finally,  simulation  model is
excellent output voltage waveforms, low switching done for 5-level MMC. The modulation and controlling
frequency, high efficiency are some of the advantages of strategy presented are confirmed by MATLAB/
MMC [1,2,3]. Multilevel converters have emerging SIMULINK simulations. The multicarrier pulse width
applications in the electrical power industry in recent modulation converter control strategy improves the
years. They have a lot of advantages which makes them output voltage and reduces total harmonic distortion.
suitable for high voltage systems and power system This new type of converter is suitable for high-voltage
applications.The configuration of the modular multilevel drive systems and power system applications such as
inverter makes them to work at a very high voltage with high voltage dc (HVDC) transmission, reactive power
low harmonic content. For ac/dc and dc/ac conversion, compensation equipment and so on.
which is a major requirement in high-voltage high-power The input voltage from the PV panel is given to the
applications, the Diode clamped converter topology is DC-DC converter. The input voltage is measured and
used [4,5,6]. But, the proper use  of  this  topology given to the MPPT circuit. From the MPPT circuit the
requires balancing of the dc link capacitor voltages. A two control signal is given to the DC-DC converter. The
switch based MMC proposed in is simpler than the converter output is given to the Modular Multilevel
cascaded 4-switch H-bridge-based converter and has Inverter. The output of the Modular Multilevel Inverter is
advantages like modular extension to any number of given to the load.

the modular multilevel converters. The fundamental
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Design of PV Fed Converter System:  The power
produced by a single PV module is not sufficient to
satisfy the power demands for most of the practical
purposes. PV arrays can use inverters to convert the dc
output into ac and use it for motors, lighting and other
loads. The modules are connected in series for more
voltage rating and then in parallel to meet the current
specifications.

The Fig. 1. represents the PV module. Its design
calculations are given in the Table 1.

Table 1: Design Calculation for Pv Array

PARAMETERS VALUES

Open Circuit Voltage(V ) 21.6 VOC

Short Circuit Current(I ) 1.5 ASC

No of Series Connected Solar cells 36

Configuration of cells 9(solar cells)*4

No. of cells in a module 9 solar cell

No. of modules in a panel 4 modules(36 cells)

No. of panels in an array 2panel(72cells)

Fig. 1: Model of Solar array
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The circuit diagram of Interleaved Boost Converter is The typical DC-DC interleaved boost Converter is
shown in the Fig. 2. The interleaved method distributes shown in the Fig. 2.; where the design parameters are
the input current according to each phase. It decrease the given in the Table 2.
current rating of the switching device. Also it can reduce
the input current ripple, output voltage ripple and size of
the passive components. Therefore, the output power of
the PV array can be boosted with high efficiency.

Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of interleaved boost converter

Table 2: Design Parameters for Interleaved Boost Converter
Parameters Tables
Inductance(L ) 7.5 mH1

Inductance(L ) 7.5 mH2

Inductor Resistance(R ) 0.00001L

Capacitance(C) 54 µF
Capacitor Resistance(R ) 0.00001C

Switching Frequency(f ) 25 kHzS

Duty Ratio(D) 0.5
Load Resistance(R) 75
Output Voltage(V ) 43.2 VO

The simulink model of the interleaved boost
converter is shown in the Fig. 3. The input Voltage given
to the boost converter is 21.6V and the switch is operating
at a frequency of 25 kHz. The output voltage waveform is
observed in the scope.

Fig. 3: Semolina model of interleaved Boost convert

Simulation results of the boost converter output voltage and current are shown in the Fig. 4. The output voltage
observed as 42.9V,the inductor currents I  and I  are 0.6A and 0.58 A respectively, the power is 24.5W and the outputL1 L2

current is 0.58A.

Fig. 4: Output Waveforms of Interleaved boost converter.
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Design of Modular Multilevel Inverter: The single phase
equivalent   circuit   of   five-level MMI is shown in the
Fig. 5. The converter has one leg. The leg consists of two
arms, the upper arm and the lower arm, with each arm
having two Sub-Modules (SM) and two non coupled
buffer inductors and an equivalent resistor. Each sub
module comprises of two switches and one sub module
capacitor as shown in Fig. 6. The two non coupled buffer
inductors are inserted into the arms, since they do not
disturb operation or generate overvoltage for the
semiconductors. The buffer inductor can be used to limit
the AC-current, whenever the DC-Bus is short circuited
under fault condition and it act as passive filter during
normal condition [7]. The DC Link of MMI is connected
to high-voltage sources. The output of the converter is
the connection point of the upper and lower arm which is
connected to RL load. Table 3 summarizes the switch
states of a cell and their resultant influence on associated
capacitor voltages.

Fig. 5: Single phase equivalent circuit of 5 level MMC

Fig. 6: Structure of sub module

The  number  of  sub  modules  chosen  is based on
the  voltage  levels  and applications that will be utilized.
In  5-level  MMC,  4  sub   modules   are   used   per  arm.
If the number of sub modules is equal to N, the modular
multilevel  converter  is  described  as  a  (2N+1) level
MMC. This is because 0 volt level is included as a voltage
level.

Table 3: Switch States of a Cell and Their Resultant Influence on
Associated Capacitor Voltages

Mode S S i V Power path Vm c o o c

1. On Off >0 0 S Unchangedm

2. On Off <0 0 D Unchangedm

3. Off On >0 V D Chargingdc c

4. Off On <0 V S dischargingdc c

The switching combinations of five level MMC is
given in the Table 1 The switching table for the main
switches of five level lobular multilevel inverter is shown
in the Table 4.

Table 4: Switching Combination of Five Level Modular Multilevel
Converter for Main Switch

Output Voltage Level S S S Sm1 m2 m3 m4

V 0 0 1 1dc

V /2 0 1 1 1dc

0 1 1 1 1
-V /2 1 1 0 1dc

-V 1 1 0 0dc

The switching table for the auxiliary switches of five
level lobular multilevel inverter is shown in the Table 5.

Table 5: Switching Combination of Five Level Modular Multilevel
Converter for Auxillary Switch

Output Voltage Level S S S Sc1 c2 c3 c4

V 1 1 0 0dc

V /2 1 0 0 0dc

0 0 0 0 0
-V /2 0 0 1 0dc

-V 0 0 1 1dc

Multicarrier Pwm Technique: Pulse width modulation
(PWM) uses one reference waveform and one carrier
waveform to generate a gate driving signal. The reference
signal is compared to the carrier signal. If the carrier signal
is lower than the reference signal, the PWM output will be
high and if the carrier signal is higher than the reference
signal then the PWM output is low. The PWM signal
controls the top switch in the half bridge circuit while the
inverse of this signal controls the bottom switch in the
circuit. For modular multilevel converters, it has several of
these half-bridge circuits in the converter that all need to
be individually controlled. Thus the solution to this issue
is to use multicarrier PWM methods. A carrier waveform
is required for each half-bridge circuit, or sub module, in
the converter. Different types of carrier based PWM
technique is shown in the Fig.7.

PWM techniques based on single reference
waveform include:

Carrier   Disposition   PWM   (CD-PWM)    Technique:
It requires N number of triangular carriers which are
identical and are equally displaced with respect to zero
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Fig. 7: Block diagram for the carrier based PWM technique

axis. This carrier signals are compared with the reference and the status of the SM capacitor voltages, in order to
waveform to produce the desired switched output phase minimize the difference between the SM capacitor
voltage level. If the carrier signal is lower than the voltages. In PD PWM technique with selective loop bias
reference signal, the PWM output will be high and if the mapping method for balancing the sub module capacitors.
carrier signal is higher than the reference signal then the This method implements carrier rotation using the
PWM output is low.The Voltage variations corresponding feedback of the maximum or minimum SM capacitor
to a triangular carrier are associated with the insertion or voltages and the direction of arm current. 
bypass of a particular sub module. Based on the phase
shift among the carrier waveforms, these techniques are Sub  Harmonic  Techniques:   Here 2N identical carriers
further classified into: PD (phase disposition),POD (phase are  used  in  this  technique  and  can  be  either  saw
opposition disposition) and APOD (alternate phase tooth or triangular. Each carriers are phase shifted by
opposition disposition).Its disadvantages include 360 /N. In this paper the Phase disposition method is
unequal distribution of voltage ripple across the SM used. In the Phase disposition method all the carriers
capacitors that impact the harmonic distortion of the ac above and below zero reference line are in same phase. If
side voltages and large magnitudes of circulating all the carriers are selected with the same phase, the
currents. To mitigate the harmonic problems of the ac-side method is known as Phase Disposition (PD) method.
voltages, simple carrier rotation technique, modified Carrier wave and reference wave arrangements are as
carrier rotation technique, or signal rotation technique is shown  in  Fig.  8. The PDPWM is the widely used
used to make the voltage distribution across all the SM strategy for Modular Multilevel converters and
capacitors equal. Its output voltages may have a relatively conventional  multilevel  inverters because it provides
high total harmonic distortion (THD). For improving the load voltage and current with lower harmonic distortion.
performance of these techniques, a modified PD PWM The converter is switched to + V  / 2 when the sine wave
technique with a SM capacitor voltage balancing is greater than both carriers, the converter switches to
technique is proposed. I n this method, voltage variations +V  / 4 when the sine wave is lower than the uppermost
corresponding to a triangular carrier are no longer carrier waveform and greater than all other carriers, the
assigned to a particular sub module. In this technique, converter is switched to zero when sine wave is lower
comparison of the reference waveform with the carrier than upper carrier but higher than the lower carrier, the
waveforms produces an (2N + 1)-level waveform which converter switches to - V  / 4 when the sine wave is
determines the number of SMs to be inserted in the upper higher than the lowermost carrier waveform and lesser
and arms, respectively. The determined number of SMs than all other carriers and the converter is switched to -
out of the N sub modules in the upper or lower arm are V  / 2 when the sine wave is less than both carrier
inserted depending upon the direction of the arm current waveforms.

dc

dc

dc

dc
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Fig. 8: Carrier wave and reference wave arrangements of PDPWM method

Simulation Results: Simulation is done for the five level
modular multilevel inverter and its performance are
evaluvated.It consists of four sub modules i.e. two sub
modules in the upper leg and two sub modules in the
lower leg. The source to the MMI is fed by the interleaved
boost converter based PV system. The gate signal is
provided by the phase disposition PWM technique. The
output voltage is measured across the R load using the
scope. The semolina model of 5 level modular multilevel is
given in the Fig. 9. and Table 6 shows the design
parameters of 5 level modular multilevel inverter.

Fig. 9: Simulink model of five level modular multilevel
inverter fed by interleaved boost converter based
PV system

Table 6: Design Parameters of Modular Multilevel
Parameters Values
DC Voltage fed by interleaved boost converter fed PV system 43.2 V
No. of Sub-modules in each arm 2
Sub-module Capacitor C 0.5 mF
Arm Inductor L 1.5 mH
Arm Equivalent Resistance 10.0
Carrier frequency 1550 Hz
Power frequency 50 Hz
Load 100 , 0.1 H

Fig. 10: Gate signal to the auxiliary switches S , S , S , Sc1 c2 c3 c4

Fig. 10. shows the gate signal to the auxiliary
switches Sc1, Sc2, Sc3, Sc4

The output voltage waveform for five level modular
multilevel inverter fed by interleaved boost converter
based PV system is shown in the Fig. 11.The peak
magnitude of output voltage is found to be 43.2 V. The
total harmonic distortion for the five level modular
multilevel inverter is found to be 25.35% which is found
by FFT analysis and the spectrum shown in the
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Fig. 11: Output voltage waveform for five level modular total harmonic distortion can be reduced. Also the
multilevel inverter fed by interleaved boost PDPWM strategy is the best method providing the better
converter based PV system RMS load voltage with low THD compared to other PWM

Fig. 12: FFT analysis for the five level modular multilevel PESC 2004, Aachen.
inverter 5. Newton, C. and M. Sumner, 1999. Novel technique

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the single phase five-level modular
multilevel inverter fed by interleaved boost converter
based PV system employing PDPWM Multicarrier PWM
strategies with RL load is simulated using Mat
lab/Semolina software. By employing PDPWM
Multicarrier PWM strategy in five level  modular
multilevel inverter the THD is observed to be 25.35%
which is lesser when compared with the five level
cascaded H bridge inverter where the THD is observed to
be 26.90%.So by using the modular multilevel inverter the

strategies.
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